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- Since when did marijuana become a family value if I were to borrow the line used by my state senator from Senate District 13
- Smoking of any substance is bad for one’s lungs, as secondary smoke, as tertiary smoke
- Smoking pollutes the air; it pollutes the air with an obnoxious odor that is repulsive & will be repulsive to family members, neighbors who particularly live in condo or apartment complexes, to picnics being held outside or at state parks; it is also a litter item
- For the party that believes in so-called climate change (I don’t), this just adds more CO2 in the air
- This will increase rates of asthma
- The way to cefeat drug use is perpetual education, which is hard work, not by entitling or enabling the illiterate or culturally illiterate citizens
- Imagine the ramifications down the road—do you really want a pilot or surgeon or train conductor using this stuff in any amount—think liability
- The African-american pastors are wrong on this issue; they have given up on youth; enabling them does nobody any good
- This promotion is about state revenue; this is because the democratic party has no economic plan